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THE BOYS FROM RIB & BURGERS SWING
BY SYNERGY HQ

SUNDAY BRUNCH WAS RECENTLY A
TOPIC OF HOT DEBATE AS WE SEETHED
WITH JEALOUSY AND DISTAIN FOR
SIMON AND TIM. NOT JUST BECAUSE
THEY’RE SIMON AND TIM BUT BECAUSE
THEY WERE SAMPLING AN ENTIRE
TABLE FULL OF RIBS AND WE WERE
JEALOUS. VERY JEALOUS.
They were just sampling the usual pork ribs but
lamb and beef too – all slathered in scrumptious
looking sauce. ‘They get paid to do eat ribs’. I
thought. ‘This is their life’.
Just a few weeks later we were standing in our
newly refurbished demo kitchen. Our Marketing
Manager’s face and hands were covered with rib
sauce. It was in our new Sales Manager Carl’s
beard, it was in our Ops Manager’s hair. It was even
up the newly painted kitchen walls.
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There’d been no accident or gas mishap, nor had we
succumbed to a childish food fight or an argument.
This is what happens when the boys from Ribs &
Burgers, part of the Seagrass group, swing by to
test out our Synergy Grills and bring a truck load of
meat with them. It’s the sign of enjoying your food;
really enjoying your food.

“(SYNERGY).. REFLECTS THE GRADED
PREMIUM SELECTION OF OUR BUTCHER’S
MEAT, THE RETENTION OF THE FLAVOURFUL
AND NATURAL JUICES DURING THE GRILLING
PROCESS AND THE EXPEDITIOUS DELIVERY
OF TENDER, TASTY MEALS THAT OUR
CUSTOMERS DESERVE”
- George Stathakopoulos

•

“THE GRILL IS THE HEART OF OUR
KITCHEN OPERATIONS.”
- George Stathakopoulos

DESPITE HAVING SUCCESSFUL
RESTAURANTS ALL OVER AUSTRALIA
AND IN THE USA, THEY HAVE
VENTURED ACROSS THE POND TO
OPEN A NEW SITE IN TEDDINGTON,
LONDON. HOW LUCKY ARE WE THAT
THEY’VE BROUGHT THEIR RIBS TO
GOOD OLD BLIGHTY!
Eating them isn’t a dainty affair but we’re not
precious and wowee these ribs are tasty! Pork, beef
and lamb ribs put the grill to the test, some with dry
rub, some with a sticky sauce made from a secret
family recipe. It really was the sauciest of sauces.
With a contented smile on my face I realised we
were living the Sunday Brunch dream. Then steaks
came out, then the burgers. This was better than the
Sunday Brunch dream.
Their philosophy that: “We believe honest food and
genuine hospitality can help feed a better world.
So muster up some mates, place your order, grab
yourself a table, order a drink and relax while we
prepare your food fresh to order.” Is an actualisation
of the boys’ natural demeanour which combined
with their secret family recipes simply must be the
key to their success.

Here’s what George Stathakopoulos,
Managing Director of Seagrass for
the UK has to say about the Synergy
Grill:
“The grill is the heart of our kitchen operations. It’s
an integral component of our product and service
offering that reflects: the graded premium selection
of our butcher’s meat, the retention of the flavourful
and natural juices during the grilling process, and;
the expeditious delivery of tender, tasty meals that
our customers deserve. This is precisely the reason
why we have specified the Synergy grills for our
casual dining restaurants.”
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